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H
urrying along a city street, how often do you pause to gaze upward? For most

people, rarely. Yet, that’s exactly what Janet echelman’s art provokes us to do. 

and, in those moments, there’s opportunity to experience the built city, the

natural environment – sky, light, wind – in new ways.

over the last fifteen years, echelman has charted a remarkable path. today her monumental

public art projects, both literally and metaphorically take art to a new level. But, the seed for

her current work grew out of mishap. she was in india in 1997 and had made

commitments to paint and exhibit her work in several venues around the country. it was a

serious dilemma when the painting supplies shipped in advance didn’t arrive. in the fishing

village where she was staying, she watched fishermen with their nets and began to imagine

how netting might create volumetric, sculptural forms. Working with the fishermen,

echelman created a series of netted sculptures suspended in the air on poles. as air

currents caught and moved the netted surfaces, the wind itself seemed to become visible. 

her first permanent large-scale outdoor sculpture, She Changes, was installed above a major

highway roundabout in Porto, Portugal, in 2004.  the piece, occupying a cylindrical volume

300 feet in diameter and 160 feet high, references Portuguese lace, local industrial history,

and the importance of maritime culture to the city.  these local, historical anchors in

combination with its visual fluidity and openness to multiple interpretations have made 

the artwork an apt symbol for the city.
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MONUMENTAL

catching the air
Janet Echelman’s stunning textile sculptures may be

architectural in scale but retain the playful fluidity of the
materials and techniques she has made her own

‘Each work is a
discovery for me.
I begin with
research to learn
about the place,
interviewing the
people. New
challenges keep
my experience as
an artist fresh’

2

Opposite: Janet Echelman, 1.26 Amsterdam, Netherlands, 2012-2013.
Honeywell Spectra fibre, high-tenacity polyester fibre and coloured
lighting. Sculpture dimensions 80ft length x 60ft width x 30ft depth.
Installation dimensions 230ft length x 140ft width x 30ft height.

Above: Janet Echelman, 1.26 Denver, Colorado, 2010
Honeywell Spectra fibre, high-tenacity polyester fibre and coloured
lighting. Sculpture dimensions 80ft length x 60ft width x 30ft depth.
Installation dimensions 130ft length x 140ft width x 135ft height
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Four years later Her Secret is Patience was

hoisted into place above a newly created

civic park in downtown Phoenix.  the work

dramatically shifts how people experience

the space as they look up to focus on the

sky, distances near and far, movement and

subtle colour changes.  the work’s title

quotes american poet ralph Waldo

emerson: Adopt the pace of nature: her
secret is patience. indeed, echelman’s design

sprung from her observations of the area’s

climate and sky, its tall summer ‘monsoon’

clouds and the shadows they cast and the

wind that carries them across the huge,

blue expanse above.  

the Phoenix sculpture also marks changes

in the scale and complexity of the projects

echelman has progressively taken on. Her
Secret is Patience required the collaborative

expertise of aeronautical and mechanical

engineers, architects, fabricators and lighting

designers (night-time illumination gradually

changes through the seasons in an annual

cycle). as part of Phoenix’s downtown

revitalisation efforts, it has been widely

recognised for contributing to creating a

sense of place and positive urban identity.

echelman has received numerous awards,

including the prestigious John simon

Guggenheim fellowship for artistic creation.

she was a featured ted talks speaker in

2011; her talk, taking imagination seriously,
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‘My dream project? 
To create a
monumental, ethereal
sculpture in the
centre of London, at
the busiest, most
social place in the
city. I’m currently
exploring that
possibility’

Left, above & below: She Changes, Porto,
Portugal, 2005. Painted galvanised steel and
Tenara architectural fibre. Sculpture
dimensions 150ft x 150ft x 80ft. Installation
dimensions 300ft x 240ft x 160ft. 

Above & opposite: Skies Painted with
Unnumbered Sparks, Vancouver, BC, 2014.
Twisted nylon, braided polyester, Honeywell
Spectra and interactive, coloured lighting. 
Sculpture dimensions 300ft x 110ft x 40ft.
Installation dimensions 745ft x 475ft x 750ft

Dimensions are length, width, height/depth
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using water particles is a new sculpture

material for me, it shares qualities of my

other work in how it makes visible not only

interactions with wind and weather, but also

gives visual form to the city’s history – of

water and transportation. my dream

project? to create a monumental, ethereal

sculpture in the centre of london, at the

busiest, most social place in the city. i’m

currently exploring that possibility, so 

stay tuned.’

Susan Moss

echelman.com

1 TED is a nonprofit that defines itself as a global
community devoted to spreading ideas on a wide range
of topics form science, art, and business to global issues.
Echelman’s 2011 talk can be found at:
www.ted.com/talks/janet_echelman
2 www.youtube.com/watch?v=PCoSgSe5f-1

its shape, weight, dimensions, and stiffness,

and it calculates its draped form to include

the forces of gravity and wind. then i can

view the model from multiple points of

view and create animations to move

through and around the artwork. 

even with so, sometimes i don’t fully

understand what i’ve created until it’s built,

and i might not be ready to name it until 

i meet it in person.’

You’re not only an artist, but also a
manager of big projects, budgets, a design
team, and a collaborator with scientists,
engineers, and other highly specialised
professionals. What are the skills you need
for the scope and complexity of your work
and how did you acquire them?

Je: ‘Wow! i’m not sure, but one thing is i

really enjoy is the process of collaboration.

it’s not a task but part of what energizes

me. Working with brilliant engineers and

craftsmen means that i’m always learning,

and the results are greater than anything i

could create by myself. Pushing the

boundaries of my art requires reaching 

out to those who have expertise i lack. 

We also have a close-knit design team

working in-house at studio echelman.’

What are you working on now and do you
have a dream project in mind?

Je: ‘right now we’re constructing my first

permanent sky-bound sculpture completely

suspended between buildings, and will

premiere this winter at the Bill & melinda

Gates Foundation international

headquarters in downtown seattle (usa).

i’m currently designing my largest

temporary sculpture, which will connect

between buildings on multiple blocks in

downtown Boston and premiere in may

2015. also opening in 2015, will be Pulse,

my commission for Philadelphia’s historic

city hall plaza that uses curtains of mist and

coloured light to trace the paths of subway

trains above ground in real time. While
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we’re not accustomed to experiencing

textiles at the scale of architecture, or the

city – a scale so different from the human

body. i see the massive scale combined with

the soft, organic quality of my art creating a

counterpoint to the hard edged city. i want

people to experience the simultaneous

sense of shelter and freedom.’

In another interview, you were asked about
your creative process and responded that
you were ‘busy doing whatever you were
doing when you noticed or discovered
something’. Would you say more about your
process?

Je: ‘each work is a discovery for me. i begin

with research to learn about the place,

interviewing the people. new challenges

keep my experience as an artist fresh. that

also means it’s difficult, and i’m never sure

how i’ll find my way through. i work with a

3d digital modeling program custom-

created by autodesk that understands the

physical constraints of my craft. i can input

has since been translated into 34 languages

and viewed by one and a quarter million

people.1 she was subsequently invited to

create a public art piece for ted’s 30th

anniversary conference in vancouver, BC,

2014. Skies Painted with Unnumbered Sparks
is a travelling sculpture that premiered at

ted above a 745ft expanse at the edge of

vancouver’s waterfront. its netted structure

includes a matrix of 860,000 knots joining

145 miles of braided fibre.  the material,

honeywell spectra fibre, is 15 times stronger

than steel by weight.  the sculpture also

introduces an interactive element: created in

collaboration with Google’s aaron koblin,

visitors can enlist their mobile devices and

physical movement to choreograph the

nighttime lighting.  

the making, installation and response to

Skies Painted with Unnumbered Sparks have

been extensively documented. echelman

herself is an eloquent spokesperson, both

regarding the challenging road to realising a

project and the effect she hopes it will

create. about the opening, she said almost

in astonishment: ‘it’s like meeting someone

i’ve dreamed about.’ later she told a crowd

of  vancouverites gathered at the site: 

‘i make art that makes me feel protected,

yet free to explore the world. When i stand

underneath, it recalls the feeling of being a

small child holding my mom’s leg, her skirt

billowing above.’2

the billowing skirt reference points to an

essential aspect of these netted, knotted

pieces – their textile form. in a recent

conversation with echelman, i asked her to

say more about their textile form, her

creative process, and what’s involved in

managing such large projects.

Do you think the netted, textile aspect of
your work and its associations with cloth
affect how people respond?

Je: ‘humans have been creating textiles for

millennia. i wonder if our response to

textiles is embedded in our dna. But
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Drawing of Pulse, Philadelphia, PA,
expected 2015. Atomized water particles
and coloured lighting. Sculpture
dimensions 60ft x 230ft x 5ft.
Image rendering by OLIN Studios

Right and far right: Impatient Optimist,
Seattle, WA, 2013
Tenara fibre, braided polyester with a
Honeywell Spectra core and coloured
lighting. 
Sculpture dimensions 120ft x 80ft x 40ft 
Installation dimensions 300ft x 175ft x 55ft 

Dimensions are length, width, height/depth
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